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Get blasted on this cheap weight bench (Warning: stupid noise) - $140 (Youngstown)
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Hey so I’m selling a weightbench for stupid cheap because, let’s face it, the gains I’ve made can’t be increased with normal human exercise. I’m taking
these guns to the fifth dimension, baby, but you can have my old shit. Maybe it can help you be less of a weenie. Keep chasing that dream, broseph.
Anyway, it’s a good bench. Here’s what it comes with:
- A bench (the guy who owned it before left an impression of his body in the vinyl. Dude was a stringbean, from the looks of it).
- A bar. It’s probably the only thing you’ll be able to lift >;)
- Assorted weights, about 300 pounds. Rust.
- A selfie stick, perfect for instagramming your journey from a weakling to someone slightly less buff than me.
One thing, bros, broettes and brosons. This bench makes an annoying noise. Hard to describe. Like a squeak that pisses you off. It’s not annoying
enough for me to come down on the price, but still: FYI. "Combat Emperor." That’s latin. It means: “let the bro beware.”
Hit me up, CL. The sooner I get this crap out of my house, the sooner I can blast my pecs to the holographic plane. l8rs.
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safety tips
prohibited items
product recalls
avoiding scams
Avoid scams, deal locally Beware wiring (e.g. Western Union), cashier checks, money orders, shipping.
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